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ABSTRACT
In recent years, demands for distributing or searching mul-
timedia contents are rapidly increasing and more effective
method for multimedia information retrieval is desirable. In
the studies on spoken document retrieval systems, much re-
search has been presented focusing on the task of spoken
term detection (STD), which locates a given search term in
a large set of spoken documents. Recently, in such spoken
document retrieval task, there has been increasing interest
in using a spoken query not only for improving usability but
also for low-resource languages which may have much errors
by LVCSR systems. In this paper, we propose spoken term
detection method using multiple scoring and dissimilarity
measures for spoken query. Our proposed method is in-
tended to convert the spoken query into a syllable sequence
by LVCSR and do search that takes into account the acous-
tic dissimilarity on spoken documents’ LVCSR transcripts.
The experimental results showed that our proposed system
improve the performance compared to baseline system.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Spoken term detection (STD) is a task which locates a

given search term in a large set of spoken documents. A
simple approach for STD is a textual search on Large Vocab-
ulary Continuous Speech Recognizer (LVCSR) transcripts.
However, the performance of STD is largely affected if the
spoken documents include out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words
or the LVCSR transcripts include recognition errors for in-
vocabulary (IV) words. Therefore, many approaches using
a subword-unit based speech recognition system have been
proposed[1, 2, 3, 4]. The keyword spotting methods for
subword sequences based on dynamic time warping(DTW)-
based matching or n-gram indexing approaches have shown
the robustness for recognition errors and OOV problems.

Also, hybrid approaches with multiple speech recognition
systems of word-based LVCSR and subword-unit based speech
recognizer have shown the further performance improvement
for both IV and OOV query terms[5, 6, 7].

In STD of text query, we have proposed an approach based
on the two-pass spoken term detection method with state-
level acoustic dissimilarity measures [8] and it is also used in
combination with n-gram confidence-based scoring for im-
proved STD accuracy[9, 10]. The method for text query
based on new acoustic feature representation, which we call
distribution-distance vector (DDV), has shown a significant
improvement compared with simple DTW-based matching
approaches[8, 9, 10].

In this paper, we propose a STD approach in which a
spoken query is converted into a syllable sequence by au-
tomatic speech recognition and apply our STD method for
text query by treating the syllable sequence as same as text
query.

2. BASELINE SPOKEN TERM DETECTION
SYSTEM

The baseline system adopts a DTW-based spotting method
which performs matching between subword sequences of query
term and spoken documents and outputs matched segments.
In NTCIR-9 SpokenDoc STD baseline system[11], a similar
system with the local distance measure based on phoneme-
unit edit distance is used. In our baseline system, the local
distance measure is defined by a syllable-unit acoustic dis-
similarity as used in [6]. The distance between subwords x
and y, Dsub(x, y), is calculated by the DTW-based match-
ing of two subword HMMs with the local distance defined by
the distance between two state’s output distributions. We
define the distance between two Gaussian mixture models
P and Q as

DBD(P,Q) = min
u,v

BD(P {u}, Q{v}) (1)

where BD(P {u}, Q{v}) denotes the Bhattacharyya distance
between the u-th Gaussian component of P and the v-th
Gaussian component of Q.

At the preprocessing stage, N-best recognition results for
a spoken document archive are obtained by word-based and
syllable-based speech recognition systems with N-gram lan-
guage models of corresponding unit. Then, the word-based
recognition results are converted into subword sequences.

At the stage of STD for spoken query input, the query
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is converted into a syllable sequence by word-based and
syllable-based recognition, and the DTW-based word spot-
ting with an asymmetric path constraint is performed. Then,
the system checks if the query is composed only of words
in LVCSR system’s lexicon. If the query is judged as IV
words, word-based recognition results (converted into sylla-
ble sequence) are used. Otherwise syllable-based recognition
results are used. Finally, a set of segments with a dissimilar-
ity measure less than a threshold is obtained as the retrieval
result.

3. PROPOSED SPOKEN TERM DETECTION
METHOD

3.1 Proposed system overview
Overview of our proposed STD system is shown in Fig.

1. The system adopts two-pass strategy for both efficient
processing and improved STD performance against recogni-
tion errors. One of the first pass methods simply performs
the DTW-based query term spotting as described in Section
2. The second pass is a query term verifier which performs
two kinds of detailed scoring (rescoring) for each candidate
segment found in the first pass. The different approaches
to scoring seqments at the first and second passes and their
combinations are described in the following sections.

3.2 IV/OOV discrimination of spoken query
term

In proposed STD system, when spoken query is inputted,
the query is converted into a syllable sequence by word-
based and syllable-based automatic speech recognizers. Some
our results(runs) reported in Section 4 introduce an auto-
matic discrimination of IV and OOV queries so that word-
based and syllable-based transcripts are selectively used. We
estimate if the query is composed only of words in LVCSR
system’s lexicon or not by using both of word-based and
syllable-based recognition scores. If the query is composed
only of vocabulary words (IV), word-based recognition re-
sults (converted into syllable sequence) are used. If the
query is estimated to have OOV words, syllable-based recog-
nition results are used. We used the log-likelihood ratio
which is defined in Eq.(2) or Eq.(3) for IV/OOV discrimi-
nation. If the log-likelihood ratio is less than a threshold,
then the query is discriminated as OOV.

LRL = log
PL(w)

PL(ŵ)
(2)

where, PL(w) and PL(ŵ) are language likelihood scores of
the best candidate w from word-based LVCSR system and
the best candidate ŵ from syllable-based LVCSR system,
respectively.

LRAL = log
PA(Xq|w)PL(w)

PA(Xq|ŵ)PL(ŵ)
(3)

where, PA(Xq|w) and PA(Xq|ŵ) are acoustic likelihood scores
of the best candidatew from word-based LVCSR system and
the best candidate ŵ from syllable-based LVCSR system,
respectively.

3.3 N-gram confidence-based scoring
For finding the occurrence of certain subword sequence

from the lattice, n-gram confidence-based relevance scoring

has been effectively used to deal with the recognition er-
ror problem[12]. We adopts the n-gram confidence-based
scoring method as an additional filtering process which pre-
cedes or follows the two-pass spotting and rescoring passes
mentioned in the previous section. The relevance score is
compared with a threshold parameter to filter out unlikely
speech segments before the two-pass match is performed.

Let the Q̂ = {w1, · · · , wM} be the estimated subword se-
quence of a spoken query term and {wi, · · · , wi+n−1} (i =
1, · · · ,M −n+1) denote partial n-grams of the query term.
We define the relevance score Rn−gram of speech segment

Xs and query term Q̂ for each order of n as

Rn−gram =

M−n+1∑
i=1

∑
Ẃ∈W (Xs)

CM (Ẃ )C(Ẃ , {wi, · · · , wi+n−1})

(4)

where C(Ẃ , {wi, · · · , wi+n−1}) is the occurrence count of

n-gram {wi, · · · , wi+n−1} in sentence hypothesis Ẃ which

is included in subword lattice W (Xs), and CM (Ẃ ) de-

notes the confidence score of sentence Ẃ as the posteriori
probability in lattice W (Xs). The final relevance score is
obtained by

ScoreCM (Xs, Q̂) =

N∑
n=1

anRn−gram (5)

where an is a weight parameter. In practice, Eq. (4) is
equivalently calculated by efficient forward-backward algo-
rithm from a subword lattice[13].

3.4 Rescoring with state-level representation
(2nd pass)

As described in Section 2, the first-pass query term spot-
ting performs DTW-based matching by using the subword-
level local distance metric Dsub(x, y). The output is a set
of aligned subword sequences which have the dissimilarity
score below a threshold. The second pass first expands
the aligned subword sequences into the corresponding HMM
state sequences and calculates dissimilarity score based on
a state-level local distance metric.

A simple approach to calculate dissimilarity score between
HMM state sequences is the DTWmatching based on the lo-
cal distance measure defined in (1). The dissimilarity scores
obtained for each candidate segments are compared with a
threshold. We refer to this dissimilarity score as ScoreBD.

Our previous study introduced new acoustic dissimilar-
ity score based on a distance-vector representation which is
defined for each HMM state. Like a structural feature rep-
resentation proposed in [14] and a self similarity matrix in
[15], we can consider a feature representation for each HMM
state based on the distances between a target state and all
states in a set of subword-unit HMMs. It is expected that
such structural feature can estimate more robust acoustic
dissimilarity measure for comparing the subword sequences
including recognition errors.

Let the P = {Ps}(s = 1, 2, · · · , S) be a set of all distribu-
tions in subword-unit HMMs. We define a distance vector
for the HMM state s as

ϕ(s) = (DBD(Ps, P1),DBD(Ps, P2), · · · ,DBD(Ps, PS))
T

(6)
We refer to this vector representation as distribution-distance
vector (DDV).
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Figure 1: Overview of proposed STD system

To simplify the calculation of dissimilarity score using
the DDV representation, we can utilize the alignment be-
tween two state sequences obtained as a result of calculating
ScoreBD. Let the F = c1, c2, · · · , ck, · · · , cK be the state-
level alignment and the ck = (ai, bj) represents the corre-
spondence between the i-th state in HMM state sequence
A = a1, a2, · · · , aI and the j-th state in HMM state sequence
B = b1, b2, · · · , bJ . We investigate the following definition
based on the DDV representation.

ScoreDDV L2max =
max1≤k≤K

{∑S
s=1 |ψs(ck)|2

}1/2

K · S (7)

where ψs(ck) is the s-th element of the vector ϕ(ai)−ϕ(bj).
ScoreDDV L2Max uses the maximum value of all L2 norms in
DDV feature vector sequences and thus it emphasizes the
most dissimilar part in a subword sequence.
Finally, the above mentioned dissimilarity scores based on

the state-level representations can be combined as

Score fusion = α · ScoreBD + (1− α) · τ · ScoreDDV (8)

where α(0 ≤ α ≤ 1) is a weight coefficient and τ is a con-
stant for adjusting the score range. To reduce the computa-
tional cost, the local distance values between states can be
prepared beforehand by using a set of subword-unit HMM
parameters.

4. EVALUATION

4.1 Experimental setup
We compared two baseline methods described in Section 2

(baseline1,baseline2) and seven two-pass methods described
in Section 3 (SHZU1-7). SHZU1,2 and 3 have been sub-
mitted to the NTCIR-11 SpokenQuery&Doc SQ-STD task
formal run and their labels correspond to the run IDs SHZU-
SPK1,2 and SHZU-TXT3 presented in the overview paper[16].
Additional four runs (SHZU4-7) are performed after the
formal run submission. In all conditions, we used refer-
ence automatic transcription recognized by matched mod-
els (REF-WORD-MATCH, REF-SYLLABLE-MATCH) for
target documents. The differences of these conditions are
the recognition method of the query and IV/OOV discrim-
ination method of the query. Table 1 shows the differences
of each methods.

Table 1: Conditions of LVCSR system used for transcribing
spoken query and documents

Language model

(LM)

LM. unit/

IV/OOV descri.
baseline1 nounLM word
baseline2 nounLM syllable
baseline3 manual word

SHZU1 nounLM
word & syllable

(Eq.(2))

SHZU2 refLM
word & syllable

(Eq.(2))
SHZU3 manual word

SHZU4 nounLM
word & syllable

(Eq.(3))

SHZU5 refLM
word & syllable

(Eq.(3))
SHZU6 nounLM word
SHZU7 nounLM syllable

In Table 1, Language model (LM) column shows the lan-
guage model to be used in LVCSR system for transcribing
the query. In Language model (LM) column, “nounLM” de-
notes the word-unit and syllable-unit n-gram language mod-
els trained by noun phrases in CSJ corpus, while “refLM”
denotes the matched word-unit and syllable-unit language
models provided by task organizers, and “manual” shows
that we used manual (correct) transcription. LM unit col-
umn shows the recognition unit used in LVCSR system for
transcribing target document and query. LM unit column
also shows the definition used in IV/OOV discrimination
of the query. In LM unit column, “word” shows that we
treated all query as IV word and “syllable” shows that we
treated all query as OOV word.

In order to adjust the parameters such as thresholds, we
used dry run query set of the NTCIR-11 SpokenQuery&Doc
SQ-STD task as a development set. All parameters are ad-
justed without distinction between IV and OOV queries.
Adjusting the weight α in Eq.(8), α = 1 exhibited best per-
formance for the dry run query set. Therefore, we used the
ScoreBD only as Score fusion .
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Table 2: IV/OOV discrimination accuracy[％]
% correct

SHZU1 88.18
SHZU2 61.08
SHZU4 84.73
SHZU5 56.65

Table 3: STD performance of spoken query task (SQ-STD)
[%]
Query set Recall Precision F-measure

IV

baseline1 46.71 6.56 11.51
baseline2 34.76 5.06 8.83
SHZU1 50.07 40.86 45.00
SHZU2 39.95 34.37 36.95
SHZU4 49.68 44.54 46.97
SHZU5 42.42 40.05 41.20
SHZU6 51.60 40.23 45.21
SHZU7 30.41 29.24 29.81

OOV

baseline1 8.81 10.20 9.46
baseline2 6.10 5.81 5.95
SHZU1 11.19 20.00 14.35
SHZU2 10.85 20.51 14.19
SHZU4 11.19 20.00 14.35
SHZU5 10.51 11.19 10.84
SHZU6 11.19 20.00 14.35
SHZU7 13.22 4.59 6.81

All

baseline1 46.18 6.56 11.50
baseline2 34.35 5.06 8.82
SHZU1 49.52 40.65 44.65
SHZU2 39.52 34.31 36.73
SHZU4 49.13 44.37 46.63
SHZU5 41.96 39.71 40.80
SHZU6 49.95 40.70 44.86
SHZU7 30.11 28.56 29.32

4.2 NTCIR-11 SQ-STD task results
Table 2 shows IV/OOV discrimination accuracy for each

method. Since the IV rate of query set for NTCIR-11 Spo-
kenQuery&Doc SQ-STD task formal run is 97.54%, and the
query terms are dominated by IV cases, the introduction of
IV/OOV discrimination does not produce significant result.
Table 3 shows the results (recall, precision, and F-measure(max))

for spoken query STD methods (baseline1,2 and SHZU1-7
excluding SHZU3). Table 4 shows the results for text query
STD methods (baseline3 and SHZU3). F-measure(max) is
the maximum value of F-measure when the threshold is
adjusted. Fig. 2,3,4 shows the recall-precision curves of
each method. The result shows that the two-pass methods
(SHZU1-7) outperforms the baseline methods which use only
the first pass.
The result shows that the runs with nounLM (SHZU1,4)

exhibit better performance in compared with the runs with
refLM (SHZU2,5). As for the effect of IV/OOV discrimina-
tion, the runs with Eq.(3) (SHZU4,5) achieved better perfor-
mance in compared with the runs with Eq.(2) (SHZU1,2) de-
spite the loss of IV/OOV discrimination accuracy. It should
be noted that the run (SHZU6) which didn’t apply IV/OOV
discrimination (which correspond to IV/OOV discrimina-

Table 4: STD performance of text query task (SQ-STD) [%]
Query set Recall Precision F-measure

IV
baseline3 64.66 40.58 49.86
SHZU3 71.72 65.57 68.51

OOV
baseline3 24.75 36.50 29.50
SHZU3 24.75 58.40 34.76

All
baseline3 64.03 40.59 49.69
SHZU3 71.04 65.53 68.18
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Figure 2: Recall-Precision curves(IV query terms)

tion accuracy of 97.54%) doesn’t improve the performance
in compared with SHZU4. The difference of performance
between SHZU3 and the other two-pass methods is quite
large. This seems to be due to the poor accuracy of LVCSR
system for spoken queries.

As described above, we adjusted parameter without dis-
tinction between IV and OOV queries. Therefore, by ad-
justing the parameters separately for each of IV and OOV
query types, it would be possible to improve the perfor-
mance. We also adjusted the weight α to 1 and didn’t use
ScoreDDV in Eq.(8). However, in STD by text query of
NTCIR-10 SpokenDoc-2 moderate-size task [17] in which
a subset of spoken documents for NTCIR-11 is used, it is
shown that it is effective to use the ScoreDDV . For your
information, we show the effect of the score weight parame-
ter α for NTCIR-10 SpokenDoc-2 moderate-size task in Fig.
5 [10, 18]. Although detailed analysis is required in terms
of different consequence between prior NTCIR-10 and cur-
rent NTCIR-11 task, it seems that the result is consistent
with the fact that our DDV-based approach exhibited more
significant effect for OOV query terms as shown in Fig. 5.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we introduced spoken term detection method

using multiple scoring and dissimilarity measures for spoken
query. Experimental result shows that two-pass spoken term
detection method in which the state-level acoustic dissimi-
larity and using the language model trained by noun phrases
for recognition of various types of spoken query is effective
in improving STD performance.

Since our method is a simple extension of the conventional
DTW-based method, it is straightforward to combine with
indexing techniques (e.g. [6]) for speeding up our STD sys-
tem. Also, an automatic estimation of optimal parameters,
such as a score threshold and weight, or score normalization
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methods[19] are necessary to achieve further improvement
and robustness for spoken documents in the real world.
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